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Introduction
Metamaterial (MM) perfect absorber has attracted much attention in recent years with potential applications in bolometers, solar cells and stealth technology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . This concept is of particular importance in terahertz frequencies due to the lack of easily accessible frequency-selective absorptive material [2, 4, 6, 7] . Nevertheless, most of current MM absorbers are intrinsically narrowband due to the resonant characteristics. In order to overcome the problem, dual-band [7] and triple-band [8] MM absorbers are proposed by various groups. More recently, broadband absorbers have also been investigated by utilizing the concept of multiple resonances [9] [10] [11] and gradual impedance matching [12, 13] as well as frequency dispersion engineering [14, 15] .
Generally, the maximal absorption bandwidth is limited by the optical thickness as indicated by the thickness-bandwidth ratio [16] . For absorbers working at terahertz and higher frequencies, the physical thickness is very small even for quite large optical thickness. As a result, the thickness is not a big problem for broadband absorption at these frequencies. In contrary, the fabrication technique becomes a challenge since most of broadband absorbers require multilayer thin films or complicated structures [17] .
In this paper, we focus on the design of broadband absorber based on doped silicon, which has been considered as a new kind of metamaterial [18, 19] and used for tailoring the radiative properties [20] . When the working frequency is larger than the plasmon frequency, doped silicon behaves as a highly lossy dielectric material. Yet, a doped silicon slab by itself is not a good absorber due to the impedance mismatch between the silicon slab and free space. The power reflection at the interface is larger than 28% for refractive index n = 3.3, which is similar with non-doped silicon. In order to reduce the reflection and enhance transmission (the case for non-doped silicon) or absorption (the case for doped silicon), antireflection techniques should be used. In the framework of transmission enhancement, the period of the grating structure should be in deep subwavelength scale to suppress non-zero-order diffractions [22] . However, for high efficient absorber, here we show that the absorption bandwidth can be dramatically increased by utilizing both the zero-and first order diffractions. Compared with previous broadband absorbers, the structure proposed here is mechanically stable and much easier to fabricate.
Principle and simulation
The binary grating considered here is characterized by the period p, groove depth t and groove width w. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , when the period of the grating is less than the wavelength in the doped silicon, the transmission (zero-order diffraction) into the lossy substrate can be totally absorbed if there is no reflection. As the frequency increases, the first order diffraction in the silicon substrate takes place ( Fig. 1(b) ) while there is still only zero-order backward diffraction because the refractive index of doped silicon is much larger than that of free space. Thus, there are two absorption mechanisms in the grating for different working frequencies. In general, the first absorption mechanism can be well described by effective medium theory (EMT) [22] , where the subwavelength structure is treated as an equivalent medium with quarter-wavelength thickness. To utilize the first order diffraction, however, the period of the structure should be larger than the wavelength in the silicon but still smaller than that in free space ( / n p λ λ < < ). By properly choosing the period and other geometrical parameters, it is possible to combine the two absorption peaks and enhance the absorption bandwidth. Based on the above considerations, a 500 μm thick Boron-doped silicon wafer is chosen here. The sample can be easily fabricated and measured by terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) [23] . In the numerical simulations, finite element method (FEM) method is used to calculate the absorption efficiency with periodic boundary condition in x and y directions. As the doped silicon is very lossy and thick enough, the transmission is zero and the absorption can be calculated as A = 1-R, where R = r 2 is the reflectance spectrum. The complex dielectric constant (ε = n 2 , where n is the refractive index) of the doped silicon is described by Drude model [24] :
where ε ∞ = 11.7 is the dielectric constant of non-doped silicon. Γ = 1/τ is the carrier scattering rate, and ω p is the plasma frequency defined by Here N c is the carrier density, e is the electronic charge, ε 0 is the permittivity of vacuum, and m* is the effective carrier mass taken as 0.26m 0 , where m 0 is the free electron mass. Since N c is chosen as 2e16 cm −3 in this paper, the corresponding plasma frequency and scattering rate can be calculated using experimental results [25] as ω p = 15.6 THz and Γ = 16.5 THz with static resistivity of ρ = 0.77 Ω cm.
Firstly, the absorption around 2 THz is optimized for largest operation bandwidth (Sample1). The optimized geometrical parameters are p = 63 μm, w = 25 μm, and t = 30 μm. As shown in Fig. 2 , there are two absorption peaks at 1.5 THz and 2.3 THz, arising from the zero-and first order diffraction, respectively. The −10 dB (A>0.9) absorption bandwidth is larger than 2 THz and the corresponding relative bandwidth is larger than 100%. To illustrate the influence of the period of grating, another absorber with absorption peak at 1.5 THz with smaller period is designed with p = 30 μm, w = 8 μm, and t = 26 μm (Sample2). In this case, the first order diffraction induced absorption peak shift to higher frequency (3.2 THz) and the absorption is only 0.85. In addition, the case when grating is replaced by an equivalent layer with quarter-wavelength thickness is also shown. Clearly, the equivalent layer is not a good choice since its absorption bandwidth is only half of that for Sample1. As a result, the proper selection of the period is a key point in the design of this kind of broadband absorber. To further comprehend the physical origin of the two absorption peaks, the diffraction is investigated using rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA). For simplicity a one-dimensional absorber with p = 63 μm, w = 27 μm, and t = 31 μm is used in the simulation. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the absorption curve for transverse magnetic (TM) polarization (magnetic field is along y direction) is similar with the two-dimensional grating (Sample1), while the two absorption peaks shift to 1.4 THz and 2.25 THz.
The diffraction efficiencies (DE) for different periods are illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . Obviously, the first absorption peak (around 1.4 THz) keeps almost unchanged while the second absorption peak shifts to lower frequencies when the period increases. At proper period, the two absorption peaks are connected to form a large absorption bandwidth. As illustrated in Fig. 3(c) and (d) , the minimum of the reflectance R and zeroth order transmittance T 0 are in coincidence with the maximum of first order diffraction. This fact further proves that the second absorption peak is determined by the first order diffraction. In general, the first order diffraction angle can be described by the grating equation:
The calculated first order diffraction angle at 2.25 THz for p = 63 μm is about 40°. Obviously, the working frequency is inversely proportional to the period. As indicated in above discussion, the first absorption peak at 1.4 THz can be interpreted by effective medium theory. In the limit of deep subwavelength period, the effective permittivity can be written as [22] :
where η = w/(p-w). However, this expression is not valid any more when the period is not in deep subwavelength scale. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the grating structure can be viewed as a waveguide array at higher frequencies such as 2.25 THz. The electromagnetic fields are concentrated in the air region which can be treated as a waveguide with an effective impedance of about It is also interesting to investigate whether second order or higher order diffraction can be utilized to increase the absorption bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 5 , the diffraction at higher frequencies is calculated for a two layer grating. The period is keeps as p = 63 μm while w 1 , w 2 , t 1 , and t 2 are optimized as 12.5 μm, 38 μm, 20 μm and 20 μm. Obviously, the three absorption peaks located at 1.2 THz, 2.2 THz and 3.7 THz are in coincidence with the peaks of T 0 , T ± 1 , T ± 2 . The absorption is larger than 90% for frequencies between 1 to 4 THz. Further increase of layers may lead to larger bandwidth. Nevertheless, the fabrication process will become more complex and the thickness will become larger. In order to investigate performance of the absorber (Sample1) at oblique incidences, the absorption at different incidence angles for different polarizations are calculated and illustrated in Fig. 6 . Obviously, although the absorption deteriorate for angles larger than 40°, the absorption below this angle is very good, especially for TE polarizations. Finally, it is expected that the absorption property can be scaled to other frequency bands by scaling the geometrical parameters due to the scaling principle of Maxwell's equations [4] . However, this is not a trivial problem for traditional absorber as material loss for normal material is frequency dependent at terahertz and optical frequencies. For the doped silicon used here, the dielectric constant and loss can be tuned by doping concentration. Thus, the broadband absorber can be easily extended to higher frequencies by scaling the doping concentration and geometrical parameters simultaneously. In order to demonstrate the scaling possibility, the geometrical parameters of Sample1 are reduced by 15 times and the doping concentrating is increased by 500 times (N c = 1e19 cm −3 and ρ = 0.0088 Ω cm). After some iterations of optimization, the geometrical parameters are chosen as p = 4 μm, w = 1.5 μm, and t = 1.8 μm. Meanwhile, the total thickness needed is only 20 μm, which is much smaller than the thickness of the wafer. As shown in Fig. 7 , the absorption spectrum is similar with that of Sample1 and the relative absorption bandwidth for A>0.9 is also larger than 100%. Fig. 7 . Absorption of the scaled absorber for mid-infrared frequencies.
Conclusion
In summary, this paper presents the design and characterization of a high efficient terahertz absorber based on a binary grating on heavily doped silicon. The period of the grating is properly chosen to make the two absorption peaks due to zero-and first diffraction become near in frequency to enhance the working bandwidth. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated the use of doped silicon is of particular importance for the scaling of design in frequencies. Thus, the structured doped silicon provides a general solution for broadband absorption in spectra ranging from several terahertzes to near infrared frequencies. For frequencies less than 1 THz, however, the performance is restricted by the overall thickness of silicon wafer (typically 500μm). Finally, it is also interesting to note that the concentration or mobility of the carriers in doped semiconductor could be changed therefore lead to a tunable structure with a proper optical or THz excitation. Therefore the different order diffractions as well as the absorption bandwidth may be tunable.
